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A. Free Gas Clause. Schell v. OXY USA Inc., No. 07-1258-JTM, 2011 WL 4553091 
(D. Kan. Sept. 29, 2011). 

1. Kansas Hugoton wells experiencing problems associated with declining 
pressure. 

a. Hydrogen sulphide. 

b. Installation of compressors that interfere with the ability to maintain 
free gas taps. 

2. Class action by free gas users asserting the lessee has an express and implied 
obligation to provide "usable" free gas. 

3. OXY responded that it was obligated only to provide free gas in the form and 
condition that the gas emerges from the well. 

4. Court holds the express terms of the free gas clause, which require the lessee 
to supply gas for "stoves and inside lights in the principal dwelling," 
contemplates the lessee will provide gas of residential-use quality. 

5. Court relies on two 1920's West Virginia cases for the proposition that the 
obligation to provide free gas is a sort of free-standing covenant the lessee 
must honor regardless of the operational problems associated with the well. 

a. Lessee can provide the free gas from another source. 

b. Lessee must do so, under the West Virginia cases, even if the lessee 
must incur "considerable expense." 
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6. Common lease language which states the lessor must take gas at its "sole risk 
and expense" does not address risks associated with the quality of the gas 
because the court holds the clause: "comes into play only after the lessee has 
fulfilled its obligation to provide lessor with free, usable gas for domestic 
purposes." Id. at *8 (emphasis added). 

7. Commentary: 

a. Disclosure Note: I was involved in this case as an expert retained by 
OXY at the class certification stage of the litigation (but not at this 
merits stage). 

b. Although the court notes the inevitable conflict that exists between 
maximizing production and providing free gas, it fails to analyze the 
issue. 

c. Results In a tail-wags-dog outcome where what is generally 
considered an incidental benefit or privilege is elevated to an 
overriding duty under the oil and gas lease. 

d. Prudent operators in evaluating whether to install a compressor or 
take other action that would impair free gas recipients will weigh the 
expense associated with the continuing free gas requirement as a cost 
in determining whether to take action that could increase production 
from a well. 

e. Every lessee providing free gas is now a sort of gas utility with a duty 
to serve by providing residential-use quality gas. 

f. The court's holding totally negates the intended effect of language in 
the free gas clause that the lessor must make its own connections and 
assume the risk and expense of using the free gas made available 
from a well. 

g. Although the court purports to interpret the express terms of the free 
gas clause, it does so only after it adds to the phrase "free gas" the 
word "usable" free gas. 

(I) It justifies adding the word "usable" by focusing on language 
that has been uniformly interpreted by other courts to define 
a quantity limit on the free gas that can be used by the lessor. 

(2) References to stoves, lights, dwelling, and domestic use are 
universally recognized as defining the limited scope and 
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volume of the lessor's free gas rights. 

(3) The quality issue, however, is answered by the clause itself: 
the lessor has a right to take gas from the well as it is 
produced from the well. 

h. It is submitted that one of the "risks" associated with free gas is that 
it is always subject to the operational conditions associated with 
prudent operation of the lease to maximize production. 

(1) Can the lessee exercise its contractual right to shut-in or 
rework a well if it will interfere with the ability of a surface 
owner to take free gas? 

(2) The free gas recipient, like the lessor and lessee under the oil 
and gas lease, all assume the risk associated with the geology 
of the leased land. 

(3) If pressures decrease, if hydrogen sulfide levels increase, at 
some point, even before production ceases and the lease 
terminates, the ability to take free gas may terminate. 

(4) The court in Schell artificially extends the obligation to 
provide free gas until the lease is terminated, regardless of the 
cost to the lessee and regardless of the loss of production to 
the lessee and the mineral interest owners. 

B. Lease Duration Issues; Pugh Clause. ThoroughbredAssociates, L.L. C. v. Kansas 
City Royalty Company, L.L.C., 248 P.3d 758 (Kan. Ct. App. 2011), petition for 
review pending. 

1. T A operated a gas well on Unit A. T A acquired the OXY lease which 
became part of adjacent Unit B. The OXY lease contained a horizontal Pugh 
clause limiting T A's right to the base of the Marmaton-Altamont formation. 
KC became the mineral interest owner in the land covered by the OXY lease. 

2. T A completed a well, on Unit B, in depths below the Marmaton-Altamont 
formation. 

a. KC was entitled to damages for production T A obtained from below 
the Marmaton-Altamont formation. 
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b. The trial court properly found that KC was entitled to its 
proportionate share of the unit production as an unleased cotenant of 
the tract comprising the OXY lease. 

c. As to oil that was incidentally produced from the gas wells on Unit 
B, KC was also entitled to its proportionate share (even though the 
pooling was limited to the "gas rights"). 

d. Kansas law provides that "oil or other hydrocarbons extracted as 
incidental byproducts should be treated as part of the production from 
a unit formed only for gas exploration." 

C. Lease Duration Issues; Paying Quantities. Claiborne v. Galemore, No.1 03,163, 
2010 WL 5490736 (Kan. Ct. App. Dec. 23, 2010) (unpublished opinion). 

1. The Claibomes, sent notice to their oil and gas lessee, Galemore Oil, 
demanding that Galemore file a release of its lease, contending the lease had 
terminated for failure to produce in paying quantities. Galemore refused 
claiming the lease was still in effect. 

2. The Claibomes used expert testimony to establish the time a prudent operator 
would spend on the lease, the cost of plugging abandoned wells, and other 
actions a prudent operator would take to maintain the lease. 

a. Galemore's expert offered some of the most damning testimony 
indicating a prudent operator would have devoted a minimum of 2 
hours per day, 7 days a week, to operate the lease. 

b. This was considerably more time than the 4.5 hours per week 
Galemore estimated he and his son devoted to the lease. 

3. The accounting period: May 2003 to August 7, 2006 

a. Period during which lease revenue and expenses would be compared. 

b. In Kansas the selection of the accounting period for comparing 
revenue and expenses is critical because, as the court notes, the 
continuing life of the lease "is a straightforward profit and loss 
mathematical computation." Id. at *6. 

c. The time frame selected for the accounting period should reflect an 
appropriate period of time a prudent operator would require to 
evaluate the performance of the lease. 
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4. Attributed Expenses. 

a. The Kansas approach to paying quantities considers actual expenses, 
but also expenses that may not have been incurred or documented, 
but which should have been incurred if the lessee were acting as a 
prudent operator. 

b. The trial court attributed 14 hours per week to labor in maintaining 
the lease, added 7 hours per week in travel time to and from the lease, 
added fuel costs to travel to and from the lease, and held that 
operating costs should have included the costs of plugging newly 
discovered abandoned wells that had "erupted" on the lease. 

c. These items added over $32,000 to the expenses identified by 
Galemore and exceeded production revenue, thereby causing the 
lease to terminate for failure to produce in paying quantities. 

5. Attorney fees and K.S.A. §§ 55-202 & 55-206. 

a. When a mineral owner claims a lease has automatically expired by its 
express terms, and the mineral owner demands that the lessee file a 
release, and provides the lessee with at least 20 days to do so, then if 
the lessee is subsequently found to have wrongfully refused to file a 
release the mineral owner can recover their attorney fees, a statutory 
award of $1 00, plus any actual damages they can prove. 

b. The Claibornes sought recovery of $73,981.25 in attorney fees and 
$6,773.81 in expenses. 

(l) The trial court awarded $23,000 in attorney fees and $2,000 
in additional costs. 

(2) The Claibornes cross-appealed the award and the court of 
appeals reversed and remanded the case, as to the fees issue, 
because there were no findings of fact or conclusions of law 
explaining the amount awarded. 

(3) Court of appeals exercises its authority to award the 
Claibornes attorney fees of$11 ,331.25 and costs of$2,068.42 
associated solely with prosecuting the appeal. The court felt 
the issues on appeal were straight forward and not as close a 
case as it may have been for the trial court in the first 
instance. 
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D. Royalty Issues. Conservation Fee and Severance Tax. Hockett v. Trees Oil 
Company, 251 P .3d 65 (Kan. 2011). 

1. Trees Oil Company sold gas to a purchaser that deducted from the sales 
proceeds an amount equal to the Kansas severance tax (K.S.A. § 79-4217) 
and conservation fee (K.S.A. § 55-176(a)). 

2. Hockett's royalty was calculated on the net figure following the severance 
tax and conservation fee deductions. Hockett first claimed that his royalty 
should be calculated without deducting the conservation fee because the fee 
is a statutory charge imposed solely on the lessee. 

3. Court agreed with Hockett finding that K.S.A. § 55-1 76(a) clearly imposes 
the conservation fee on the operator of the well which is defined as "a person 
who is responsible for the physical operation and control of a well .... " 
K.S.A. § 55-150(e). 

4. The court held there was no contractual basis for shifting any of the 
conservation fee burden from the lessee/operator to the royalty owner. 

a. Considering the historical context of the Hockett oil and gas lease, 
the court noted the lease was entered into in 1941; 45 years before 
Kansas enacted the conservation fee statute. 

b. The court rejected the Oil Company's argument that it had complied 
with its lease contract by calculating royalty based upon the 
"proceeds" received from the purchaser. 

c. The court also rejected the Oil Company's argument there was a 
'" longstanding general rule in Kansas that the operator and the 
royalty owner proportionately share in post-production costs and 
fees.'" 

(1) The court noted that "the fee is authorized to allow the KCC 
to police production operations to insure they are being 
carried our appropriately." 

(2) The court used this observation to reject Oil Company's 
"post-production costs" argument stating: "the conservation 
fee is more akin to a production cost." 

5. Severance tax issue: 

a. "He [Hockett] apparently does not challenge that the severance tax 
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applies to royalty owners." 

b. The Kansas statutes impose the severance tax on all owners 
"including a royalty owner." K.S.A. § 79-4216(i) (defining 
"producer" under the tax). 

c. Hockett's claim was that since helium could be ultimately separated 
from the gas stream and sold as a separate product, the value 
attributable to the helium product must be subtracted to calculate the 
severance tax. 

d. The Kansas Department of Revenue, in a 1998 Revenue Ruling, ruled 
that "since helium is a component of natural gas and is measured as 
part of the full volume of gas as it is severed, helium contributes to 
the gross value of gas at the wellhead, making helium subject to the 
severance tax." 

e. The court does not address the helium issue other than to note that 
Hockett's real complaint is with the Kansas Department of Revenue 
not the Oil Company or its gas purchaser. 

f. The court held, as to the helium severance tax issue, "Hockett's 
petition failed to state a claim upon which relief could be granted" 
against the Oil Company. 

E. Royalty Issues. Timely Payment Statutes. Thoroughbred Associates, L.L.C. v. 
Kansas City Royalty Company, L.L.C, 248 P.3d 758 (Kan. Ct. App. 2011), petition 
for review pending. 

1. Because T A failed to timely pay KC production revenue, KC pursued its 
rights under K.S.A. § 55-1615 that requires the payment of interest on 
production proceeds that are not timely distributed to the owner. 

2. When litigation is necessary to establish an owner's right to production 
proceeds, the court has discretion to award attorney fees to the prevailing 
party. 

a. In this case KC requested $290,662.50 in attorney fees. 

b. The trial court found that approximately one-third of the time was 
related to the recovery of withheld revenue and two-thirds of the time 
was attributable to the drainage claim. Therefore, KC was properly 
awarded one-third of its fees as statutory attorney fees pursuant to 
K.S.A. § 55-1617. The parties agreed that no statute or lease clause 
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authorized recovery of attorney fees associated with the drainage 
claim. 

3. Case provides some of the first analysis of the Kansas statutes regarding 
timely payment of production proceeds. 

4. The only way to avoid the interest provisions is if the lessee "segregates the 
payment from its operating funds and deposits the same in a demand deposit 
account with a federally insured bank or savings and loan institution " 
K.S.A. § 55-1614(h). 

5. Attorney fees potentially available as an award any time a claim relates to a 
dispute where production proceeds are at issue. 

a. Questionable whether the Legislature intended to expose lessees to 
attorney fees any time there is a dispute over the meaning of a deed, 
lease, or other document or situation impacting production revenues. 

b. This is where the "discretion of the court" becomes critical under the 
Kansas statutes. 

6. Commenting on the purpose of the timely payment statutes, the court 
observed: 

The Act is aimed at curtailing sharp practices in the oil and gas 
industry where a purchaser refuses to make timely payment .... The 
legislature obviously intended the Act as a vehicle providing a make
whole remedy to owners of mineral interests from whom production 
revenue had been wrongfully withheld by shifting the cost of any 
litigation, including attorney fees, to the losing purchaser. 

7. No finding of "bad faith" or other wrongdoing is required for attorney fees 
to be awarded. 

a. "[T]he statute really operates more in the nature of a strict liability 
remedy." 

b. "[I]f a purchaser fails to pay over oil and gas revenue, the court ought 
to grant the payee its attorney fees absent some compelling reason 
otherwise." 

c. The court also noted "the Act removes economic incentives for the 
seller to withhold payment or to negotiate for the seller to withhold 
payment or to negotiate a lesser amount using litigation costs as a 
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bargaining chip." 

8. When the failure to pay arises out of a legitimate dispute over who is entitled 
to payment, the lessee or purchaser should be prepared to establish that the 
equities do not justify an award of attorney fees, even though the 
lessee/purchaser interpretation is rejected. 

9. Where the dispute is over two competing claimants, and the lessee/purchaser 
is merely the holder of the production proceeds, an interpleader action should 
be considered. 

F. Implied Covenants; Drainage Claim. ThoroughbredAssociates, L.L.C. v. Kansas 
City Royalty Company, L.L.C., 248 P.3d 758 (Kan. Ct. App. 2011), petition for 
review pending. 

1. T A operated a gas well on Unit A. T A acquired the OXY lease which 
became part of adjacent Unit B. KC became the mineral interest owner in the 
land covered by the OXY lease. KC demanded that T A protect Unit B from 
drainage to wells owned and operated by T A on Unit A. 

2. KC argued T A, as the lessee of both Unit A and Unit B, should have the 
burden of proving it was not improperly draining gas from Unit B through 
operations on Unit A. 

a. This was a battle of the experts and the trial court found KC failed to 
prove drainage was occurring. 

b. Affirming the trial court, the court of appeals held it need not address 
whether the burden of proof shifts when there is a common lessee 
because, in any event, KC must first establish that drainage was 
taking place. 

3. Regarding the common lessee burden of proof issue, Kansas has recognized 
that a lessee owes an "independent duty" to its lessors. 

a. This means that a lessee's duty to lessor A under lease A cannot be 
diminished by the lessee's duty to lessor B under lease B. 

b. I have previously made this point, in the context of the prudent 
operator analysis, by positing: the hypothetical prudent operator 
owns only one lease, the lease at issue. 
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c. If the prudent operator only owns one lease, then there is no reason 
to adjust the burden of proof merely because the lessee, in fact, owns 
all the surrounding leases that are allegedly causing the drainage 

II. OTHER OIL & GAS ISSUES 

A. Gas Storage Issues; Condemnation. Northern Natural Gas Company v. 
Approximately 9117.53 Acres in Pratt, Kingman, and Reno Counties, Kansas, 781 
F. Supp.2d 1155 (D. Kan. 2011). 

1. Northern Natural Gas Company holds certificates of public convenience and 
necessity to develop and operate the Cunningham Storage Field in Pratt and 
Kingman Counties, Kansas. 

2. Northern has contended for some time that gas well operators have been 
producing Northern's storage gas from wells drilled, in some cases, several 
miles from the existing storage field certificated boundaries. 

3. After extensive litigation between Northern, landowners, and the gas well 
operators, Northern sought and ultimately obtained a certificate from the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC") to expand the existing 
storage field boundaries to encompass the areas where the gas well operators 
have producing gas wells. 

4. The FERC certificate also clears the way for Northern to seek condemnation 
of the expansion area. 

5. Northern sought an order confirming that it had complied with the conditions 
established by the FERC-issued certificate to proceed with condemnation. 

6. Basic dispute was whether "good faith negotiations" were a condition 
precedent to Northern's condemnation authority. 

a. Split in authority on whether the Natural Gas Act of 1938 ("NGA") 
imposes a "good-faith" negotiation requirement. 

b. The court follows the approach taken by a majority of courts 
addressing the issue by holding: the NGA requires Northern to make 
an offer of compensation without any additional requirement that it 
engage in negotiations. 

c. All that is required is that Northern has offered compensation and the 
offer has been rejected. 
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B. Gas Storage Issues; Nuisance. Northern Natural Gas Company v. L.D. Drilling, 
Inc., 759 F. Supp.2d 1282 (D. Kan. 2010). 

1. Northern requesting a preliminary injunction ordering the gas well operators 
within the certificated expansion area to cease all production from their 
wells. 

2. Northern sought the injunction asserting the continued operation of the gas 
wells is a nuisance. 

3. Under the unique facts, including the pending condemnation action, court 
agreed and enjoined operation of gas wells within the expansion area. 

4. Court summarized the basis for Northern's nuisance claim stating: 

The evidence presented clearly establishes that continued 
production from the defendants' wells in the expansion area will 
substantially interfere with Northern's use and enjoyment of the 
Cunningham Storage Field. There is strong and clear evidence that 
storage gas from the previously-certificated areas of the field ... is 
migrating out to the expansion area and has been doing so for some 
time, with wells even in the northern portion of the expansion area 
producing primarily storage gas, even though some of those wells are 
more than 6 miles from the underground fault. The defendants' 
production of substantial amounts of storage gas and water will likely 
continue to draw storage gas beyond the underground fault and out 
of the storage field as long as such production continues, threatening 
the continuing viability of the storage facility. 

5. Court concludes that Northern will likely prevail on the merits of its nuisance 
claim and that unless production from the expansion area is enjoined, 
Northern would suffer irreparable harm to its gas storage facility operations. 

C. Class Certification Scoreboard. 

1. The first major event in many lessor/lessee disputes is determining whether 
the complaining lessor will be able to represent other lessors in its lawsuit 
pursuant to the class action provisions of Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 
Rule 23, or a state counterpart to Rule 23. 

a. In the royalty context, counsel for the lessee will argue it is not 
possible to fairly and accurately use a class representative's lease 
contract and marketing situation to determine the rights of other class 
members who have differing language in their leases or are subject 
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to differing marketing arrangements. 

b. Lessor's counsel will respond that any variations in approach are 
subsumed by an implied covenant to market and, in any event, the 
lessee used a common approach to determine the royalty due without 
reference to individual lease contracts. 

2. The latest royalty class certification cases: 

a. Class Action: Royalty Underpayment. Freebird, Inc. v. Merit Energy 
Co., No. 10-1154-KHV-JPO, 2011 WL 13638 (D. Kan. Jan. 4, 2011) 
(certified). Disclosure Note: I was involved in this case as an expert 
retained by Merit at the class certification stage of the litigation. 

b. Class Action: Royalty Underpayment. Arlmlon Grazing Association 
v. Chesapeake Operating, Inc., No. 09-cv-1394, 2011 WL 1260073 
(D. Kan. March 30, 2011 ) (certified). 

c. Class Action: Royalty Underpayment. Hershey v. ExxonMobil Oil 
Corp., No. 07-1300-JTM, 2011 WL 1234883 (D. Kan. March 31, 
2011 ) (certified). 

3. The Kansas post-Wal-Mart certification case: Class Action; Gas Storage 
Leases. Frederickv. Southern Star Central Gas Pipeline, Inc., No.1 0-1 063-
JAR, 2011 WL 3880902 (D. Kan. Sept. 2,2011) (certification denied). 

a. Quotes and applies the critical language in Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. 
Dukes, 131 S.Ct. 2541 (2011 ) (certification of a Title VII sex 
discrimination case denied): "it is not the raising of common 
'questions' that matters, but rather 'the capacity of a classwide 
proceeding to generate common answers apt to drive the resolution 
of the litigation.'" Frederick, 2011 WL 3880902 at *3. 

b. Lessee's counsel will most likely argue that in order to "answer" the 
lessor's common questions - which boil down to whether the lessee 
breached its lease contract with a royalty owner - it will be necessary 
to interpret and apply the terms of the governing lease contract. 

c. Lessee would argue that when each lessor's contractual terms and 
marketing situation are examined to answer the common questions, 
it will be these "'[d]issimilarities within the proposed class [that] are 
what have the potential to impede the generation of common 
answers. '" Id. at *3. 
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